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Container for collection 
of used batteries   Type: 7537

- Safe storage of used batteries. 

- As standard it is delivered with transparent body
and violet lid.

- Made of 100% recyclable polypropylene. 

- Opening all the lid it is possible to put in large parts,
while smaller objects are put in through a small
screw cap having safety lock-up.

- Circular cross-section container has a rounded
reinforced bottom.

- Ergonomic handle for carrying. 

- Clever handgrip for emptying.

Type: 3714Type: 3715

Transparent container for batteries, electrical waste,
medicaments …
- Attractive container for collection of not only small batteries.

- Transparent container enables to check the content. Wider base secures
its sufficient stability.

- Top cover is equipped with a drop and lock.

- Fixture on the container base serves for simple handling while emptying it.

- Various types of stickers can be ordered additionally and so the container
can be used for other commodities collection.

- Drops of other dimensions made to order.

BATERRIES
ELECTRONIC

WASTE
OLD

MEDICINE

Attractive design

Ø 133/165 x 415 mmØ 180/270 x 685 mm
160 x 120 mm

6534-14 6534-21 6534-22

17.5 l

5.5 l

BINS FOR BATTERIES, SMALL ELECTRICAL WASTE,
MEDICAMENTS 

202 x 192 x 275 mm

3 l

Type: 3713

Stacking of boxes.

Detail of the cover security. 

400 x 300 x 220 mm

Type: 3712

BATERRIES

400 x 300 x 170 mm

Type: 3711

Special plastic boxes for batteries collection
- Container cover opened on hinges is equipped with a suitable drop.

- At the front there is double security preventing spontaneous cover opening.

- Container structure and brace rods secure its sufficient rigidity and solidity.

- Containers can be equipped with an adequate sticker.

- Boxes are delivered in 3 sizes.

400 x 300 x 120 mm

Type: 6534-14
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